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Abstract 
Jalan Tuanku Abdul Rahman as Bazaar Ramadhan’s happening during the fasting month and Eid-Mubarak joyful for 
Malaysian municipal. Many people feel the environments’ best interest at heart. These people were protecting the 
earth from the detrimental effects of those who inhabit its every corner. Its appropriateness to find the re-marking the 
drive’s vision and character which originate as restoration strategy in enhancing the drive’s ambiance. This paper 
unfolds of the city outdoor environmental based on end-users valuation end to end sustainable place in the business 
zone as `Textile District′. The responsive environment that included: accessibility, permeability, legibility, visual 
appropriateness, richness, robustness and personalization to evaluate end-users’ visual experiences. 
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1. Introduction 
Several of the figures of the visitor to the town al fresco spaces in businesslike culture streets can 
easily outwit indoor spaces during the festive season. An appropriate decorative section has further 
enhanced the street sidewalk selling activities appeared as more active and challenging. Besides clothes 
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shopping, visitors also can revel in the celebration ambiance within the providing street furniture and 
perspective that offers leisure and shaded area along the street. Nevertheless, a proper set up of 
celebration mood along the road can only be experienced if the majority of the yard and street wholesalers 
along the street are strongly participating. Active façade retail store front of mobile trade participation 
based on shop-owners window display, communicating display, decorated display and eye-catching 
billboard and flyers.The existing researcher attempted to understand and to analysis the 
utilization/characteristics of seven elements of urban design qualities as listed by (Bently, I. et. al., 1986, 
Rod McCall, 2005) on accessibility, permeability, legibility, visual appropriateness, richness, robustness 
and personalization to the end users of Jalan Tuanku Abdul Rahman. This paper grants the urban design 
quality which between two types of end users group of designers and people.  
2. Literature Review 
2.1. Active Shop window and appropriate  form  streetscape stimulates visual experience 
The fundamental which is created an attention, grabbing and stimuli when spirit of place comes into 
the visitors/viewers mind. The approaches of surprise, excitement and un-expectation, attraction, 
invitation are impacts of human sensory impact towards distinct urban elements, appearance of patterns; 
spirit of places; street layout; the offering of sound, sight, smell and a differential of lighting effect, range 
of colours caused the head turning state. The combination of active store window and a decent streetscape 
stimulates visual experiences through explicit and enthusiastically experience to people. Façade of the 
yard lot building structure, the scale of the involved shop structure in terms of height, details and richness 
as part of an ambience the surrounding. 
2.2. The Creative Textile District concept. 
The Creative Textile District is supposed to be focused towards Approach District in the proximate 
future. One of the models of innovative textile area is Los Angeles (LA) Fashion District which 
centralized the exclusive fashion industry. The Textile District is a strong society where thousands of 
residents business, study, work and live on fashion industry. Regarding the usual fashion district; Rantisi, 
N.M. (2009) based on research on the study site of the New York Garment District with enhancement on 
the source of a variation in can be created though openness and adaptability within urban vernacular 
spaces. Evans, G. (2005) suggested that creative space had the ability to activate the development of the 
original city and enhance creative economy through the implementation process which required on-site 
regeneration strategy. Ponzini, D. (2009) enhanced that urban road could be revitalized though art 
inclusion activities as part of cultural heritage promotion.  
 
2.3. The  Creative Textile District. 
 
By 80 percent of the population that are dedicated to protecting the character of influence through 
some of the Tourist Clothes shopping Village (TSV) from other countries such as United Kingdom have 
their own legal store called Factory Outlet. Other places such as Pasar Baru, Bandung, Indonesia and 
where east meet west in Middle East Benyzenzdi, Istanbul and modern city on the western part Taksim, 
Istanbul lively on the different categories such as old town involve their openness of Grand Bazaar. At 
Jalan Tuanku Abdul Rahman a minimum alignment of street furniture and want to experienced it. The 
climate and micro region also limitations of linear or corridor-like quality of the pre-independent 
historical site to be the predominant fashion district of Kuala Lumpur.  
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2.3. The existing Textile District of Jalan Tuanku Abdul Rahman 
The Existing Creative Textile District. was physically dominated by culture visual character of the 
majority of two-storey top of shop houses. By using the Light Rail Transit public transportation that 
explore Jalan Tuanku Abdul Rahman by foot as their urban route an opened air mall and their frontage 
that access to city squares and activities. The covered walkway used to be the entranceways that control 
development and often to some of the five foot area have roofs. The magnetic attraction to the Textile 
District for most Malay visitors and other races who shopped here actually had one stop centre for all 
range of fabrics to meet the Eid’s festive apparel and home appliances necessary.  
2.4. The Recent trend and problem. 
Traffic flow congestion was a pattern on a daily basis especially during lunch and peak hours even 
though the road was made as one way street. The climatic arose during rainy days and which had forced 
walker stacked to any of the shop houses measure. Besides that, due to the commercialization and high 
competition in the street most of the shop owners had violent tendencies to protect  their store window 
facades with canvas advertisement.  
3. Methodology 
The qualitative research activities involved instructive process that included discussion and accessible 
study simultaneously with the end users. In conducting of the on-site interviews, researchers were fully 
equipped with surveys, pen, camera, tape recorder and sketch pad. For every stage; phase one of the 
research categorization: Spontaneous Question And Answer session were based on providing structured 
questionnaires and sense of the subjects visual experience thru mind mapping. The site and location of the 
interviews varies at a different location sideways of Jalan Tuanku Abdul Rahman. This phase bringing 
together of the report via different interviewers and interviewees and multi-places was earlier planned 
with the desire to reach the end users whom were interviewed yet enjoy the conversation without 
realizing that they were widely inquired.  
The investigation was assisted by forty research assistance who continuously conducted the interview 
and community review daily from dawn to midnight during weekdays and weekend for the three months. 
The research was conducted during the past year semester from February 2011 and was completed in 
May 2011. This non-challenging method was formerly practiced among researchers to behavior natural 
pre-interviews period in order to avoid make-up response among respondents during the actual data set. 
The surveys; 5-point Likert series which ranging from Rating 1as Bad, Rating 2as Partial; Rating 3as 
Average, Rating 4 as Good and finally the highest rate was rated as 5 as the most Excellent quality. The 
second step after on-site data set was the study of findings on average score for each urban design 
qualities which were tested to both types of end users.  
4. Results and Discussions 
This percentage had occupied most of the questioning time since most of the end users were not 
familiar with those terms. 
Table 1. Visual Experience from professional end-users. 
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No Urban design 
quality. 
 Professionals `End-Users’ Visual Experiences. 
[5 Point Likert scale(Rating 1 : bad. 2   : partial. 3 : average. 4: good.5 :excellent)]. 
 
   
1.Pedestrian 2.a)Public 
Transport (bus) 
2.b)Public 
Transport 
(commuter) 
3.Private 
vehicles 
Total marks 
140 
Percentage 
% 
1 Accessibility. 3. 5. 3. 1. 12. 9. 
2 Permeability. 1. 3. 1. 3. 8. 6. 
3 Legibility. 3. 5. 3. 5. 16. 11. 
4 Appropriateness.  3. 3. 2. 3. 11. 8. 
5 Richness. 4. 3. 2. 4. 13. 9. 
6 Robustness. 3. 2. 2. 3. 10. 7. 
7 Personalization. 2. 1. 1. 1. 5. 3. 
 Scores.     75. 53. 
Besides of the urban design terms that encounter in the meeting were difficulties of getting respondents 
full attention since most of them only spent between five to fifteen minutes. The disruption occurred from 
traffic noise, lack of interest and time constraints in which the event overcome their time spent for 
shopping of lunch break.  
Table 2. Visual Experience from leading end-users. 
No. Urban design 
quality. 
Result From Public `End-Users’ Visual Experiences. 
[5 Point Likert scale(Rating 1 : bad. 2   : partial. 3: average. 4: good.5:excellent)]. 
   
1.Pedestrian 
 
2.a)Public 
Transport (bus) 
 
2.b)Public Transport 
(commuter) 
 
3.Private 
vehicles 
 
Total  
marks  
 
Percentage 
%. 
1 Accessibility. Excellent. Excellent. Excellent. Average. Excellent. 13.0. 
2 Permeability. Good. Average. Good. Average. Good 10.0. 
3 Legibility. Good. Excellent. Average. Average. Good 10.5. 
4 Appropriateness. Average. Average. Average. Average. Average 9. 
5 Richness. Good. Good. Good. Good. Good 12. 
6 Robustness. Average. Average. Average. Average. Average. 9. 
7 Personalization. Average. Average. Average. Good. Average. 10.5. 
 Scores      Good. 73. 
In comparing the reaction between the two types of end-users; the public end-users averagely resulted 
as seventy fives percent of urban design qualities achieved in Jalan Tuanku Abdul Rahman as compared 
to fifty three percent as concluded by professional end-users. 
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Table 3. Performance of urban design qualities based on Responsive Environment. 
Urban Design Quality Performance. 
1 2 3 4 5 
Bad. Partial. Average. Good. Excellent. 
0-20(%.) 21%-40(%.) 41%-60(%.) 61%-80(%.) 81%-100(%.) 
 
5. Conclusion 
High connectivity within walking distance and appropriate mass at three or four people per minute per 
meter is considered as a conventional multitude during the peak season. The most common ways of 
separating and protecting pedestrians from vehicles could be transformed to a ‘greener’ aim to get that a 
sense of tranquility.  
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